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1. Introduction 

Chromones (Figure 1) constitute one of the major classes 
of naturally occurring compounds, and
chemistry continues unabated because of their usefulness as 
biologically active agents [1]. Chromone (or 1
benzopyrone) is a derivative of benzopyran
tuted keto group on the pyran ring.
chromone are collectively known as chromones.Chromones, 
i.e. 4H-1-benzopyran-4-ones, are very common motifs in 
natural products as well as drugs. 

 

Figure 1. Chromone Nucleus

Chromone derivatives are abundant in nature and possess 
a wide range of biological and pharmacological activity
Some of the biological activities of chromone derivatives 
include cytotoxic (anticancer)[3,4,5], neuroprotective
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antioxidant activity and Molecular modeling studies of nine chromone derivatives 
optimize their inhibitory activity against Poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase. The biological activities of these analogs 

properties. The AM1and PM3 semiempirical methods are used to estimate vertical ioniz
tion potentials (IPv’s), electron affinity (EA), electronegativity (χ), hardness (η), softness (S), electrophilic index (ω), part

energy (HE), ionization potential (IP) and charges. The different modeled equations by 
. The leave-one-out cross-validation method is used to estimate the predictive power of 

final QSAR equations. The hardness (η) was found to be indicative molecular property by regression analysis. Docking 
ribose] polymerase are also made to support the finding of QSAR studies. Analysis of 

results of both QSAR and Docking studies suggested that remarkable inhibitory activity is exhibited by molecule 3 
hydrogen bond interactions along with hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions are mapped to confirm their potencies.
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antimicrobial [8, 9], antifungal [10] and 
Due to their abundance in plants 

and their low mammalian toxicity, chromone derivatives 
e amounts in the diet of humans [12]. 

The synthesis of chromone derivatives is a research field 
history [13]. In general, chro-

mones are synthesized by the cyclodehydration of 1-(o-
substances that favor healing of wounds[14] 

immunostimulators [16] and as anti-HIV 
Many chromone derivatives are also photoac-

tive and can be used easily in various photo induced reac-
affording diverse heterocyclic compounds [18]. 

conditions - disruption of homeostatic 
balance between free radical generation and the production 

aturally occurring antioxidants (e.g. glutathione and 
as super oxide dismutase, cata-

lase,and peroxidases) are recognized to be directly linked to 
the damage in numerous cell targets which can finally re-

namely liver toxicity , cardiovascular, 
neuro generative disorders and cancer. The phenolic 

constituents are the largest group and comprise phenolic 
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acids, anthocyanins, tannins,chromones etc they possess 
health promoting properties due to their activity as chain 
breaking antioxidants by radical scavenging or reduction of 
free radical formation[19]. 

The antioxidant capacity of chromones depends on their 
chemical structure. The position of hydroxyl groups and 
other features in the chemical structure are important for 
their antioxidant and free radical scavenging activities. 

Reactive oxygen species and other reactive species in-
duce oxidative DNA damage and consequent activation of 
the nuclear enzyme poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 
(PARP-1) (the most abundant isoform of the PARP enzyme 
family). PARP over activation depletes its substrate NAD+, 
slowing the rate of glycolysis, electron transport, and ATP 
formation, eventually leading to functional impairment or 
death of cells, as well as up-regulation of various proin-
flammatory pathways. Therefore, novel antioxidants and 
PARP inhibitors have entered clinical development for the 
experimental therapy of various cardiovascular and other 
diseases [20]. 

Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1) is a member 
of the PARP enzyme family consisting of PARP-1 and sev-
eral recently identified novel poly (ADP-ribosylating) en-
zymes. PARP-1 is an abundant nuclear protein functioning 
as a DNA nick-sensor enzyme. Upon binding to DNA 
breaks, activated PARP cleaves NAD+ into nicotinamide 
and ADP-ribose and polymerizes the latter onto nuclear 
acceptor proteins including histones, transcription factors, 
and PARP itself. Poly (ADP-ribosylation) contributes to 
DNA repair and to the maintenance of genomic stability. 
On the other hand, oxidative stress-induced over activation 

of PARP consumes NAD+ and consequently ATP, culminat-
ing in cell dysfunction or necrosis. This cellular suicide 
mechanism has been implicated in the pathomechanism of 
stroke, myocardial ischemia, diabetes, diabetes-associated 
cardiovascular dysfunction, shock, traumatic central nerv-
ous system injury, arthritis, colitis, allergic encephalomyeli-
tis, and various other forms of inflammation. The PARP has 
also been shown to associate with and regulate the function 
of several transcription factors. The special interest is the 
enhancement by PARP of nuclear factor κB-mediated tran-
scription, which plays a central role in the expression of 
inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, adhesion molecules, 
and inflammatory mediators. 

As chromones and their structural analogs are known to 
play an important protective role against Poly (ADP-ribose) 
polymerase [19]. So, there is a substitutional requirement 
of synthetic chromone derivatives to improve them as anti-
oxidants and also as Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibi-
tors. This prompted us (i) to gain insight into the structural 
features related to the antioxidant activity of the polyphe-
nolic compounds and (ii) to suggest new substituents or 
structures with potentially enhanced antioxidants as Poly 
(ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitors. 

Hence, the antioxidant activity and inhibitory activity 
against Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase of chromones has 
motivated great interest in correlating their biological activ-
ities with that of structural activities using QSAR and mo-
lecular modeling studies. The information rendered by 
QSAR models and the docking interactions may afford 
valuable clues to optimize the lead and design new poten-
tial inhibitors. 

Table 2. Values obtained for the AM1 computational method. 

Comp ipv Ip EA χ η S ω LogP HE Pol 

1  -9.1259  -1.3644  -9.6368 5.5006 4.1362 .1209 3.6575 1.0200  -2.8100  39.2100 

2  -9.1397  -1.3487  -9.6437 5.4962 4.1475 .1206 3.6418 1.0200  -2.8100  39.2100 

3  -9.2708  -1.3710  -9.7858 5.5784 4.2074 .1188 3.6981 1.1900  -2.4600  42.9700 

4  -9.1618  -1.2413  -9.6143 5.4278 4.1865 .1194 3.5185 2.6000  -4.1600  52.5400 

5  -9.1482  -1.3281  -9.5682 5.4482 4.1200 .1214 3.6022 1.2400  -3.9600  50.4600 

6  -9.2836  -1.3750  -9.8077 5.5913 4.2164 .1186 3.7073 .8000  -2.4400  41.1400 

7  -9.2081  -1.3423  -9.6078 5.4751 4.1327 .1210 3.6267 .9700  -2.8600  49.8200 

8  -9.1507  -1.3045  -9.6219 5.4632 4.1587 .1202 3.5884 -.1900  -2.9300  42.4000 

9  -8.7566  -1.5179 -10.6057 6.0618 4.5439 .1100 4.0433 -.0600  -7.2900  30.4100 
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Table 3. values obtained for the PM3 computational method. 

Comp ipv ip EA χ η S ω LogP HE Pol 

1 -9.2677 -1.4469 -9.8296 5.6382 4.1913 .1193 3.7923 1.0200 -2.8100 39.2100 

2 -9.2766 -1.4423 -9.8462 5.6442 4.2020 .1190 3.7908 1.0200 -2.8100 39.2100 

3 -9.2907 -1.1641 -9.8419 5.5030 4.3389 .1152 3.4897 1.1900 -2.4600 42.9700 

4 -9.2361 -1.3186 -9.7722 5.5454 4.2268 .1183 3.6376 2.6000 -4.1600 52.5400 

5 -9.1866 -1.5947 -9.6242 5.6094 4.0147 .1245 3.9188 1.2400 -3.9600 50.4600 

6 -9.2919 -1.1716 -9.8395 5.5056 4.3340 .1154 3.4969 .8000 -2.4400 41.1400 

7 -9.3305 -1.3926 -9.8178 5.6052 4.2126 .1187 3.7291 .9700 -2.8600 49.8200 

8 -9.2096 -1.1753 -9.7423 5.4588 4.2835 .1167 3.4784 -.1900 -2.9300 42.4000 

9 -8.8345 -1.6466 -10.7411 6.1938 4.5472 .1100 4.2183 -.0600 -7.2900 30.4100 

           

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Bioassay 

The super oxide dismutase assay i.e Super oxide radical 
scavenging activity has been carried out for nine chromone 
derivatives. 

2.2. Measurement of Superoxide Scavenging Activity 

The superoxide scavenging ability of the compound was 
assessed by the method of Winterbourn et al. (1975) [21 ]. 
Principle of this assay is based on ability of superoxide ion 
to inhibit the reduction of nitro-blue tetrazolium (NBT) to 
nitroblue tetrazolium formazon and is measured spectro-
photometrically at 560nm. One unit is defined as that 
amount of enzyme causing half the maximum inhibition of 
NBT reduction. The reaction velocity will depend largely 
on somewhat variable assay conditions such as light inten-
sity and reaction temperature. 

2.3. Reagents 

� 0.067 M Potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.8 
� 0.1 M Ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) con-

taining 0.3 mM sodium cyanide 

� 0.12 mM Riboflavin (store cold in a dark bottle) 
� 1.5 mM Nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) (store cold) 

2.4. Procedure 

Superoxide anions were generated in samples that con-
tained in 3.0ml, 0.02ml of the chromone derivative (10mg), 
0.2ml of EDTA, 0.1ml of NBT, 0.05ml of riboflavin and 
2.64ml of phosphate buffer. The control tubes were also set 
up where DMSO was added instead of the chromone deriv-
atives. All the tubes were vortexed and the initial optical 
density was measured at 560nm in a spectrophotometer 
(Genesys, 10-S, USA). The tubes were illuminated using a 
fluorescent lamp for 30 minutes (A foil-lined box approx-
imately 4' long X 8" X 6" with an internally mounted 40 W 
fluorescent bulb has been used successfully). The absor-
bance was measured again at 560nm. The difference in 
absorbance before and after illumination was indicative of 
superoxide anion scavenging activity. 

3. Computational Calculations 

3.1. Data Set 

The physicochemical parameters, such as vertical ioniza-
tion potentials (IPv’s) electron affinity (EA) , electronega-
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tivity (χ), hardness (η), softness (S), electrophilic index (ω), 
partition coefficient (LogP), charges, hydration energy(HE) 
and polarisability (Pol) were obtained forchromone deriva-
tives. 

3.2. Molecular Structure Building 

A series of compounds tested for inhibitory activity was 
selected for the present study and the program of window 
Hyperchem software inc [22] 
(http://www.warezdestiny.com/free-hyp) was used in mod-
eling studies. The molecules were generated and the energy 
was minimized using molecular modeling pro. The window 
version software SPSS10 [23] (SPSS Software. Consult 
http://www.spss.com )was used in the regression analysis. 

3.3. Validation of QSAR Models 

QSAR technique was applied to the analogs of chromone 
that were varied at the R and R1 position. The appropriate 
descriptors or parameters for the compounds, vertical ioni-
zation potentials(IPv’s), electron affinity (EA), electronega-
tivity(χ), hardness(η), softness(S), electrophilic index (ω), 
partition coefficient (Log P ) charges, polarisability(Pol) 
and hydration energy (HE) were used as independent va-
riables for deciding in poly [ADP-ribose] polymeraseinhi-
bitory activity. 

3.4. Chemical Descriptors 

3.4.1. Calculated Properties 

Quantum chemical calculations at the AM1[24,25] and 
PM3 [26] semiempirical theory levels, are employed for 
full optimization of the selected neutral compounds. The 
geometrical structures of the radicals studied are optimized 
independently from the neutral molecules prior to the cal-
culation of energies, treated as open shell systems. All cal-
culations are performed by using the program of window 
Hyperchem software Inc. 

The calculated vertical ionization potential (IPv’s) and 
electron affinity (EA) are corrected for zero-point energy, 
assuming a negligible error and thus saving computer-time. 
The IPv are calculated as the energy differences between a 
radical cation and the respective neutral molecule; IPv (Eca-

tion – Eneutral)DFT and Koopmans’s theorem (IPv = -ε HOMO). 
The EA are computed as the energy differences between a 
neutral form and the anion molecule; EA=Eneutral – Eanion. 
The AM1 and PM3-based reactivity descriptors are ob-
tained from Eqs. (1) – (4) [27-30]. 

3.5. Correlation Analysis 

A relation between biological activity, expressed as 
Log1/mic, and the physicochemical parameters and QSAR 
was analyzed statistically by fitting the data to correlation 
equations consisting of various combinations of these pa-
rameters. The statistical optimization was used to propose 
the best correlation model. 

The matrix correlation uses the Pearson product moment 
correlation to measure the degree of linear relationship be-

tween two variables. The coefficient assumes a value be-
tween -1 and +1 .If one variable tends to increase the other 
decreases, the correlation coefficient is negative. Converse-
ly, if the two variables tend to increase together the correla-
tion coefficient is positive. We obtained the correlation 
matrix between inhibitory activity and respective calculated 
properties for 9 chromone derivatives. The more relevant 
regression models were selected for the following criteria: 
The correlation coefficient (R), the Fisher ratio values (F) 
and the standard deviations(s),standard error estimate 
(SEE), percentage of effective variable(%EV) and 
R2adjusted(R2

adj ). 
The best equation was also tested for their predictive 

power using a cross- validation procedure .The cross-
validation is a practical and reliable method for testing this 
significance. In principle, the so-called “leave-one –out” 
approach consist in developing a number of models with 
one sample omitted at the time. 

After developing each model, the omitted data is pre-
dicted and the differences between actual and predicted 
reduction potential (y) values are calculated .The sum of 
squares of these differences is computed and finally the 
performance of the model (its predictive ability) is given by 
PRESS (Predictive Sum of Squares) and SPRESS(Standard 
deviation of cross validation ). 

The predictive ability of the model was also quantified in 
terms of the Q2 [31]. 

3.6. Docking Studies and Validation 

GOLD and Argus lab 4.0.1 is Molecular modeling and 
Drug Docking software’s [32, 33].This helps in computa-
tional virtual screening to find the lead compounds. Mole-
cular docking started with Fischer’s lock and key theory, 
where, every receptor has its unique ligand to catalyze the 
reaction. 

Argus Lab 4.0.1 is Molecular modeling and Drug Dock-
ing software. It is very flexible and can reproduce crystal-
lographic binding orientations. Argus lab, which provides a 
user-friendly graphical interface and uses Shape Dock algo-
rithm, was used to carry out docking studies of the poly 
[ADP-ribose] polymerase. 

The Gold fitness was calculated by defining the site us-
ing the list of atom numbers and retaining all the other de-
fault parameters. Now a day’s docking is frequently to pre-
dict the binding orientations of small molecules of drug 
candidates to their protein targets in order to predict the 
affinity of the small molecules [34].The 3D structure of 
poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase was retrieved from Protein 
Data Bank (PDB ID 3SE2) with an X-ray resolution of 
2AO[35] http://www.rcsb.org/pdb). Docking poses were 
obtained by applying Goldscore, fitness functions available 
for scoring. As easily interpretable results were obtained 
based on a recently published work [36] all the results re-
ported in the present paper are referred to the Chemscore 
fitness functions. These complexes were prepared for dock-
ingstudies by addinghydrogen atoms, removing water mo-
lecules and co-crystallized inhibitors and refined by using 
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the DeepView/SwissPdbViewer3.7(SP5)(Guex N, Peitsch 
MC. Swiss Model and the Swiss Pdb-Viewer: An environ-
ment for comparative protein modeling. Deep 
View/SwissPdbViewer3.7 (SP5) [37] Enzyme-inhibitor 
interactions within a radius equal to 15 Å centered on re-
ported bound inhibitors were taken into account. As a con-

clusive part of docking we expect ,generated results should 
yield RMSD values below 1.5 Å. Successful docking has 
been performed for the selected set of 9 chromone inhibi-
tors and their corresponding chemscore with their RMSD 
have been produced in the table 6. 

Table 6. Binding Energy, Chemscore and Gold fitness values of the docked ligands. 

comp 
Chem 

Score 
DG S(hbond) S(metal) S(lipo) DE(clash) DE(int) Gold fitness 

Argus bind-

ing energy 

1 33.52 -48.68 0.43 0.00 356.98 6.66 8.49 -21.68 -9.1987 

2 36.62 -51.19 0.93 0.00 364.03 8.78 5.79 -27.07 -8.6971 

3 37.58 -57.82 1.94 0.00 391.95 10.42 9.82 71.79 -7.5616 

4 9.42 -57.95 0.00 0.00 471.62 15.59 32.94 -2025.27 0 

5 -84.77 -56.69 2.71 0.00 388.41 41.92 99.55 -2687.50 0 

6 32.52 -51.03 0.94 0.00 362.36 8.31 10.20 -4.00 -7.4987 

7 -61.13 -55.87 0.00 0.00 452.53 40.37 76.63 -2563.42 0 

8 -51.80 -56.70 0.00 0.00 409.64 26.75 81.75 -1655.79 -7.9262 

9 -16.87 -42.52 0.92 0.00 323.36 0.10 59.29 -1774.43 -8.7536 

          

4. Results and Discussions 

4.1. Simple Linear Regression Model 

The biological activity data and the physicochemical 
propertiesIPv, IP, EA, EI, EN, Hard, Soft, LogP, HE and 
Pol of the chromone derivatives are given in Tables 1-3. 
The data from these tables were subjected to regression 
analysis. The Correlation matrices were generated with 9 
analogs (supplementary material). The term close to 1 indi-
cates high co-linearity, while the value below 0.5 indicates 
that no co-linearity exist between more than the two para-
meters. 

The perusal of correlation matrix (supplementary materi-
al) indicates that Hardness is the predicted parameters from 

AM1 method. The hardness (η) gap between anti-bonding 
and bonding molecular orbitals, a reflection of the molecu-
lar stability [38]. From regression methods backward, for-
ward, removed and stepwise.Hardness was found to be 
explainable variable. The regression technique was applied 
through the origin using these explainable parameters. 

( )Activity 0.09571 0.011 Hard 

N 9;  R 0.950;

 R2 0.903;  R2adj 0.891;

 %EV 90.3;

SEE 0.1398;

 F 74.642;  Q 6.7954;

=
= =

= =
=

=
= =

                  (1) 

In addition, the plot of observed activity versus predicted 
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activity was not found to be satisfactory. Hence, the predic-
tive ability of the model is not good.Eq.1 shows that the 
values of %EV are less and to improve its value, outliers 
were sought and eliminated. 

After the elimination of the outlier (1, 5 and 8), a second 
model was developed. Overall, there is an increase in R 
and %EV (90.3 – 97.4) values, and a decrease in SEE 
(0.1398- 0.07368). 

A c t i v i t y W 0 .0 9 6 8 0 ( 0 .0 0 7 ) H a r d

N 6 WR = 0 .9 8 7 ;  

R 2 0 .9 7 4 ;  R 2 a d j 0 .9 6 9  ;

 % E V 9 7 .4 ;

S E E 0 .0 7 3 6 8  ;  

F 1 8 6 .2 8 4 ;  Q 1 3.3 9 5 7 ;

=
=

= =
=

=
= =

        (2) 

Eq.2 is an improved model since it explains the biologi-
cal activity to the extent of (97.4%). In this way, the predic-
tive molecular descriptors Hardness was considered as va-
riable. 

From the correlation matrix table, it reveals Hardness 
was found to be explainable variables. A uniparametric 
QSAR equation with Hardness was generated in PM3 me-
thod also. 

( )Activity 0.0945 0.011  Hard 

N 9; 0.951;  

R2 0.905;  R2adj 0.893 ;

 % EV 90.5;

SEE 0.1385 ;

 F 76.189;  Q 6.8664;

R

=
= =
= =

=
=

= =

          (3) 

Eq.3 shows that the values of %EV is less and to im-
prove its value, outliers were sought and eliminated, In 
addition, the plot of observed activity versus predicted ac-
tivity was not found to be satisfactory. Hence, the predic-
tive ability of the model is not good. After the elimination 
of the outlier (1, 5 and 8), a second model was developed. 

( )Activity 0.0929 0.007  Hard

N 6;  R 0.988;  R2 0.975;  R2adj 0.971;  %EV 97.5;

SEE 0.07138;F 198.780;  Q 13.8414;

=
= = = = =

= = =
(4) 

In an attempt to investigate the predictive potential of 
proposed models, the cross-validation parameters (q2cv 
and PRESS) were calculated and used. The predictive pow-
er of the equations was confirmed by leave-one-out (LOO) 
cross-validation method [39] where, compounds are deleted 
one after another and prediction of the activity of the de-
leted compound is made based on QSAR model. The cross-
validation evaluates the validity of a model by how well it 
predicts the data rather than how well it fits the data. The 
cross-validation parameter, q2cv, is mentioned in the re-
spective equations (Table 4 and 5). 

 
 

Table 4. Observed activity and predicted activity values of chromone 

derivatives by using AM1. 

compound observed 

Eq(3) Eq.(4) 

Predicted Residual Predicted Residual 

1 .6778 .3959 0.2817 - - 

2 .4686 .3970 0.0716 0.3970 0.0716 

3 .4949 .4027 0.0922 0.4027 0.0922 

4 .3373 .4007 -0.0634 0.4007 -0.0634 

5 .2677 .3943 -0.1266 - - 

6 .4437 .4035 0.0402 0.4035 0.0402 

7 .3099 .3955 -0.0856 0.3955 -0.0856 

8 .2147 .3980 -0.1833 - - 

9 .4090 .4349 -0.0259 0.4349 -0.0259 

Table 5. Observed activity and predicted activity values of chromone 

derivatives by using PM3. 

compound observed 

Eq(3) 

 
Eq.(4) 

 

Predicted Residual Predicted Residual 

1 .6778 .3961 0.2817 - - 

2 .4686 .3971 0.0715 0.3971 0.0715 

3 .4949 .4100 0.0849 0.4100 0.0849 

4 .3373 .3994 -0.0621 0.3994 -0.0621 

5 .2677 .3794 - 0.1117 - - 

6 .4437 .4096 0.0341 0.4096 0.0341 

7 .3099 .3981 -0.0882 0.3981 -0.0882 

8 .2147 .4048 -0.1901 - - 

9 .4090 .4297 -0.0207 0.4297 -0.0207 

2 ( )
cv

SD PRESS
q

SD

−=  

where the PRESS (predictive residual sum ofsquares) 
and SD(standard deviation) valves are obtained as 

PRESS = ∑ (property observed – property predicted)
2, 

SD = ∑ (property observed – property mean)
 2. 

Eq.3 and 5 of AM1 and PM3 methods respectively give a 
good q2

cv values, which should be always smaller 
than %EV. A model is considered to be significant when 
q2

cv>0.3. 
Another cross-validation parameter, PRESS which is the 

sum of the squared differences between the actual and that 
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predicted when the compound is omitted from the fitting 
process, also supports the predictive ability of Eqs.2 and 4. 
Its value decreases from Eq.1 to Eq.3. 

The quality factor Q , is defined as the ratio of regression 
constants (R)to the standard error estimation (SEE),that is , 
Q = R/SEE. This indicates that the higher the value of R, 
and the lower the value of SEE, the higher is the magnitude 
of Q and the better will be the correlation. In present case, 
Q increases from 6.7954 to 13.3957 and 6.8664 to13.8414 
(Eq. 1 to 4). 

4.2. Docking Analysis 

The compounds were docked using each of the two 
docking software’s. The Chemscore, GOLD Score and Ar-
gus binding energy values are given in Table 6. The binding 
energies obtained in Argus Lab ranged from -7.9262to -
9.1987 kJ/mol .The results of Gold are analyzed in terms of 
Chem score (Chem score ranging from 37.58 to -84.77) and 
Gold fitness(71.79 to -2687.50)(Table 6). 

Docking results revealed that electron withdrawing subs-
tituent group (R1) on the compounds play a key role in 
ligand binding interactions with protein. The predicting 
scoring functions of these compounds have shown good 
correlation with Argus binding energy values. 

Molecule 3 has best Chem score(37.58) andGold fit-
ness(71.79) with good binding energy (-7.5616Kcal/mol) 
compared to all other molecules and has best vander waal 
interactions and Hydrogen bonding interactions with opti-
mum clash penalty(DE (clash)=10.42) and showing best 
lipophilic character(S(lipo)= 391.95)(Table 6) . All the pos-
es of molecule 3(chosen as best in docking studies) and its 
interactions in the active pocket of poly [ADP-ribose] po-
lymerase have been illustrated in figure5. 

The docking simulation of the most active chromone de-
rivatives 9 toward poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase (PDB ID 
3SE2) showed that the most enzyme–inhibitor complex 
was stabilized by hydrophobic interactions occurring be-
tween the aromatic moieties of the ligand and lipophilic 
residues of the binding site. In particular the compound 3 
group was oriented towards the hydrophobic region lined 
by Ile857, Arg726, His523, His518, His513 and Ser510. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the model developed to predict the struc-
tural features of chromone derivatives to inhibit; poly 
[ADP-ribose] polymerase reveals useful information about 
the structural requirement for the molecule. The present 
study showed that the QSAR studies and the docking ap-
proach of chromone derivatives as poly [ADP-ribose] po-
lymerase inhibitors are, successfully modeled using mono 
parametric equations. The best predictive AM1 model re-
sulted in cross-validated R2 value of 0.974, R2

adj value of 
0.969 and standard error of estimate 0.07368 (AM1). Simi-
larly the best predictive PM3 model was derived with R2 of 
0.975, R2adj of 0.971 and standard error of estimate of 
0.07138, comprising hardness. These models were able to 

predict the activity of test set molecules efficiently (best 
molecules,3 ) within an acceptable error range. GOLD and 
Argus lab 4.0.1 were employed to dock the inhibitors into 
the active site of poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase and these 
docking studies revealed the vital interactions viz. hydro-
gen bonding interactions , vanderwaal interactions and 
binding conformation of the inhibitors(Fig-4). 

The Eq.2 and 4 from AM1 and PM3, semi empirical cal-
culations reveal Hardness cause the inhibitory activi-
ty.Higher values of Hardness is responsible for higher inhi-
bitory activity nature for poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase 
enzyme. Hardness (η = 1/2(HOMO _ LUMO)) represents a 
variable, statistically related to antioxidant activity. Accord-
ing to Pearsons HSAB principle hard applies to species 
which are small, have high charge states and weakly pola-
risable .The maximum hardness and minimum polarizabili-
ty criterion complement the minimum energy criterion for 
stability. In general, a stable state or a favourable process is 
associated with maximum hardness and minimum polari-
zability[40].Therefore hardness values are favourable for 
higher inhibitory activity. The linear dependence of inhibi-
tory nature on Hardness was evident from Figure 3 and 4. 

 

Fig. 3. Plot of Observed Verses Predicted activity (AM1 Method).  

 

Fig. 4. Plot of Observed Verses Predicted activity (PM3 Method). 

The most active compounds were docked successfully 
into the active site of the inhibited enzyme. Inhibitory ac-
tivity of the most potent compounds was explained mostly 
by hydrogen bonding interactions, vander waals interac-
tions and lipophilic character. Hydrogen bonds, like any 
other bonds, provide binding energy to the protein-ligand 
complex. The significance of a particular hydrogen bond to 
a particular protein-ligand complex is dependent on the 
geometry and distance of the bond, partial charges on the 
donor or acceptor. Lipophilic (Hydrophobic) interactions 
play a key role in the folding and maintenance of the 3-
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dimensional structure of proteins, as well as in the binding 
of ligands (e.g. drugs) to protein targets. Molecules can 
attract each other at moderate distances and repel each oth-
er at close range. These forces are collectively called "van 
der Waals forces". 

The compound 3 was found to present high antioxidant 
activiy,and siginificant inhibitory activity on poly [ADP-
ribose] polymerase . High antioxidant activity of compound 
3 compared to other compounds is due to more hydrogen 
bonding interactions, vander waals interactions, lipophilic 
character and more electronegative or more electron with-
drawing substituent group (R1) on the compound (Table 1 
and 8) . The QSAR equations suggested that electronega-

tive group on benzoyl ring play an important role for anti-
oxidant activity [41]. These electronegative substituents 
might help in the radical stabilization throughout the chro-
mone nucleus. The steric descriptors indicated that the 
bulky substituents near position R in chromone (Fig-2) 
were disfavored. Steric hindrance around these regions may 
interfere with the planarity between ring and carbonyl 
group of the chromone nucleus, therefore affecting radical 
delocalization. The best protein-ligand interactive poses of 
molecules 3 (figures 5) show good hydrogen bonding ener-
gies.The more effective and the higher activity of the 
chromone compound - 3 (Figure 5). 

Table 1. Inhibition effect of Chromone derivatives by Super Oxide Scavanging activity method. 

Comp derivatives R R' MIC(µg/ml) 
Activity 

MIC=Log1/MIC 

1 chromone 
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Figure 2. Structural skeleton Chromone derivatives. 

 
Figure 5. Binding orientation of molecule-3 in poly [ADP-ribose] poly-

merase(PDB ID 3SE2). 
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Binding orientation of green coloured Ballcylinder low 
model molecule 3 in Argus dock and crystallographic con-
formation of active site of poly [ADP-ribose] polyme-
rase(PDB ID 3SE2).Hydrogen bonds are shown in red co-
lour dotted lines. 
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